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Preface
The Electronic Land Record System (ELRS) has been initiated and developed to transform the
Manual service delivery modality into an ICT based one so that citizen services regarding land
record can be provided in faster, easier and organized manner. The initiative of Digital Record
Room (DRR) aims to standardize and improve the existing ELRS, include new features based on
ELRS User’s feedback and introducing Virtual Record Room. Its goal is to ease the citizens’
hassles as service recipients and at the same time to enhance the service delivery by 64 DC Offices
with more authenticity and smartness. Therefore, initiative of DRR will be the milestone that allows
the users to comply with the Government’s vision of Digital Bangladesh program.
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Software URL:

http://180.211.213.17/
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Login Page

Authorized User with proper User Name and Password can access to the System. Each User is
assigned with different roles in the system, with proper user name and password the user will be
redirected to their own dashboard.

System Menu

 Authorized User gets access to the Electronic Land Record System Dashboard.
 The authorized user gets access to different modules of the system:
a) Dashboard
b) Template
c) Volume
d) Khotian
e) Archive
f) Mouza Option
g) Office User
h) UDC
i) Setttings
j) Logout
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System Dashboard (Admin)
Navigation : Log in (proper user name and password)

After logging into the system the authorized user will be redirected to their designated dashboard,
where they can view their notifications as well as perform necessary task according to their access
level. The dashboard provides detailed Khotian statistics of the DC office. The authorized user can
see statistics of any given date, the statistics are provided in a graphical format.
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User Management (Admin)
Authorized Admin can access the Office User module. The Admin can create new user only for
their designated office. The Admin will also ensure that proper authorization (entry operator,
verifier and comparer) is provided for each user . The admin can also activate or deactivate a system
user.

New User Creation (Admin)
Navigation: Office User → New User

The Authorized Admin can create new User. The admin will click “Office user” from the dashboard
and will then click “Create”.The user will be directed to New User Create Page,where the admin
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will fill out the necessary information required to complete the user creation process. The admin
will also assign different role to each user.
*All the fields in this Form are Mandatory.

User List (Admin)
Navigation: Office User → User List

The authorized user can view list of users in the current system along with their necessary
information. The admin can activate /deactivate a user. The admin can also edit any information of
the user if it is necessary. The “Green” check mark denotes that the user is active, whereas “Red”
check mark denotes the user is in active.
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User Profile
Navigation : Office User  User Profile

The Authorized Admin can view Profile of a selected user. The admin will click “Office user” from
the dashboard and will then click “User Profile” of a specific user. The user will be directed to User
Profile of a specific user.

User Role Assign
Navigation: Office User  Role Assign
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Mouza Options (Admin)
Authorized Admin can access the Mouza Module. The mouza module has several different sections:
 Zilla – The admin can view list of zilla in the system.
 Upazilla - The admin can create upazilla under the selected Zilla.
 Mouza - The admin can create Mouza under the selected Zilla, Upazilla and Thana.

Zilla List (Admin)
Navigation: Mouza Options → Zilla

The authorized user can view list of Zilla in the current system. The user will click “Zilla” from the
“Mouza Options” and will be directed to Zilla List page.
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Upazilla List (Admin)
Navigation: Mouza Options → Upazilla

The user will click “Upazilla” from the “Mouza Options” and will be directed to Upazilla List page.
The authorized user can view list of upazilla under the current Zilla. The authorized user can create
new Upazilla or edit an existing Upazilla.
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Create Upazilla (Admin)
Navigation: Mouza Options → Upazilla → Create New

The user will click “Upazilla” from the “Mouza Options” and then click “Create New”.The user
will be directed to Create Upazilla page where they can create new Upazilla.. The authorized user
will have to fillout the necessary upazilla information to create a upazilla.

Mouza List (Admin)
Navigation: Mouza Options → Mouza

The user will click “Mouza” from the “Mouza Options” and will be directed to Mouza List page.
The authorized user can view list of Mouza under the current Zilla. The authorized user can create
new Mouza,edit an existing Mouza and search Mouza under the logged in Zilla.
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Create Mouza (Entry Operator)
Navigation: Mouza Options → Mouza → Create New

The user will click “Mouza” from the “Mouza Options” and then click “Create New”.The user will
be directed to Create Mouza page where they can create new mouza . The authorized user will have
to fillout the necessary mouza information to create a mouza. The * marked fields are mandatory.
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Approve Mouza (Admin)
Navigation: Mouza Options → Mouza → Select A Specific Mouza (Approve Mouza)

The user will click “Mouza” from the “Mouza Options” and then select a specific mouza.The user
will be directed to Mouza page where they can approve a specific mouza.
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Khotian Entry and Verification Process

Khotian Entry Consist of the following steps.
 The Entry Operator creates a new Khotian Volume according the type of survey.
 The Entry Operator enters a Khotian according to a selected Volume.
 The New Khotian is sent to the verifier for verification.
 The Verifier views the khotian and compares it with the original Khotian, if all the
information are in order it is passed on to the Comparer.
 The Comparer views the khotian and compares it with the original Khotian, if all the
information are in order it is passed on to the Admin.
 The Admin competes the final process of verification, if all the information are in order the
khotian is added for archiving.
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Entry Operator Dashboard
Navigation : Log in (proper user name and password)

Authorized Entry Operator will be redirected to this dashboard after providing proper user name
and password. The top right section shows that the user has logged into to system as an entry
operator. The entry operator can view their current statistics. The statistics are presented in a
graphical format. The entry operator has access to a number of modules:
a) Volume
b) Khotian
c) Mouza Options
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Khotian Volume
Navigation : Volume

Authorized user can create volume from the dashboard. The authorized user will click “Volume”
and then click “Create”. The user will be redirected to volume creation page.
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Create New Volume (CS)
Navigation: Volume → Create

The entry operator can create new volume, new Khotian will be assigned against this Volume. The
volume creation page has the following information that needs to be filled out:












Survey
Zilla
Current Upazilla
Mouza
First Khotian No.
Last Khotian No.
Porgona
Volume No.
Last Khotian
Sub Khotian
Missing Khotian

*Note: There are three different types of surveys CS, SA and RS. CS and SA are two page
Khotian where as RS Khotian consist of a single page.
Additional First page (IZA page) and Additional Second page (IZA page) is required for CS
and SA Khotian. Only Additional First page (IZA page) is required for RS Khotian.
The volume needs to be approved, before entry operator can create khotian in the volume.
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Approve Volume (Log in as Admin)
Navigation : Volume  Volume List

Volume Approve
Navigation: Volume  Volume List  Select Un approve Volume

The authorized admin will view the details of a volume, if all the information are correct the volume
is approved.
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Volume List (Log in as Entry Operator)
Navigation: Volume → List

The user will click “Volume List” from “Volume” and will be directed to Volume List page. List of
created volume can be viewed from this section. The authorized user can view Khotian under a
selected Volume. The user can also create new volume from this page as highlighted above. The
search option enables the user to search khotian based on specific criteria.
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Khotian List in a Volume
Navigation: Volume → List (Select a Volume) → Khotian List

Authorized user can create new Khotian from this page. The highlighted section shows the
information of the selected volume. “Create New Khotian” creates a new khotian under the selected
volume.

Volume Index
Navigation: Volume → List(Select a Volume) → Khotian List  Volume Index

The entry operator will create volume index, the user can add and remove index entry. After all the
volume index entry has been made the entry operator will save the volume index.
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New Khotian Entry (CS)
The entry and verification process of all the different survey (CS, SA, RS) are same. The entry
operator enters the khotian. It is passed to the verifier where it is verified, if all the information are
in order it is passed to the comparer. The comparer checks the Khotian, if no error are found it is
passed to the Approver. The approver completes the final checking process, if all the information
are in order the Khotian is archived.
Navigation : Volume → List → Khotian List → Create New Khotian

The entry operator enters all the necessary information required to fill out a Khotian. The entry
operator will enter the information from the Khotian hard copy. The entry operator can add
Additional pages if required. The entry operator can also select the template of the khotian. After all
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the Khotian information has been entered correctly the entry operator can perform four actions:
 Save the Khotian as Draft
 Send the Khotian to the next Verification
 Send the Khotian to the next Verification and Create New Khotian
 Delete current Khotian

Khotian Entry (CS First Page Iza)

The entry operator can create iza page from the menu in the top right corner. The user can also wish
to change the template of the iza page. The entry operator can also delete iza page if necessary.
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Khotian Entry Second Page

The entry operator can create second page from the menu in the top right corner. The user can also
wish to change the template of the second page. The entry operator can also delete second page if
necessary.
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Khotian Entry Second Page Iza

The entry operator can create second page iza from the menu in the top right corner. The user can
also wish to change the template of the second page iza. The entry operator can also delete second
page iza if necessary.
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Khotian Sent For Approval (Entry Operator)
Navigation: Khotian →Batch Wise Khotian Sent Khotian List

The entry operator will click “Sent Khotian List” from “Khotian”.Entry Operator will be directed to
Sent Khotian List, where they can view the list of Khotian along with their basic information that
has been sent to be approved by the verifier.
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Verifier Dashboard (Verification Step 1)
Navigation: Log in (proper user name and password)

Authorized Verifier will be redirected to this dashboard after providing proper user name and
password. The highlighted section shows that the user has logged into to system as an verifier. The
verifier has access to the Khotian Module.
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Khotian List Pending Approval (Verifier)
Navigation: Khotian → Pending Approval List

The verifier will click “Pending Approval List” from “Khotian”.Authorized user will be directed to
Pending Approval List, where they can view the list of Khotian along with their basic information
that is pending approval. The Khotian is sent to the verifier by the entry operator.
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Khotian View (Verifier)
Navigation: Khotian → Pending Approval List → View Khotian
The Verifier will click “Pending Approval List” from ”Khotian”, a list of khotian will be shown.
The user will view a Khotian, print the digital Khotian and compare it with the original copy. If the
verifier finds any discrepancies they will mark it and pass it along to the entry operator.
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Verifier Edit Message
Navigation: Khotian → Pending Approval List → View Khotian → Edit Message
If the verifier finds any discrepancies they will send an edit message to the entry operator stating the
the error and what needs to be changed. “Edit Message” is clicked to specify error in the Khotian
entry. The verifier then clicks “Edit Needed” button to send the khotian back to the entry operator.
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Edit Needed (Entry Operator)
Navigation: Khotian → Edit Needed

The entry operator can view the list of Khotian along with their information that needs to be edited.
The highlighted selection shows who has requested for the edit.
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Khotian Edit Needed (Entry Operator)
Naviagation: Khotian→ Edit Needed → View Khotian

The entry operator will view the edit message sent from the verifier. The entry operator will take
note of the error and make necessary changes. After all the Khotian information has been entered
correctly the entry operator can perform three actions:
 Save the Khotian as Draft
 Send the Khotian to the next Verification
 Send the Khotian to the next Verification and Create New Khotian
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Khotian Re-edit List (Verifier)
Navigation: Khotian →Batch Wise Khotian → Re-edit List

The entry operator can view a list of Khotian along with the basic information that has been marked
as error by verifier. The entry operator views the changes and makes changes to the Khotian.
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Re-edited Khotian (Verifier)
Navigation: Khotian → Re-edit List → View Khotian
The Verifier will print the digital Khotian and compare it with the original copy. If the verifier finds
all the information in order it is passed onto the next step of verification to the comparer.
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Comparer Dashboard (Verification Step 2)
Navigation : Log in (proper user name and password)

Authorized Comparer will be redirected to this dashboard after providing proper user name and
password. The top right section shows that the user has logged into to system as comparer. The
comparer can view their current statistics. The statistics are presented in a graphical format. The
comparer has access to the Khotian Module.
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Khotian List Pending Approval (Comparer)
Navigation: Khotian → Batch Wise Khotian  Khotian List → Pending Approval

The authorized user can view list of Khotian along with their basic information that is pending
approval. The Khotian is sent to the comparer by the verifier.
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Khotian View (Comparer)
Navigation: Khotian → Khotian List → Pending Approval → View Khotian

The comparer will print the digital Khotian and compare it with the original copy. If the comparer
finds any discrepancies they will mark it and pass it along to the entry operator. If the comparer
finds all the information in order it is passed onto the next step of verification to the DC Admin.
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DC Admin Dashboard (Verification Step 3)
Navigation : Log in (proper user name and password)

Authorized DC Admin will be redirected to this dashboard after providing proper user name and
password. The top right section shows that the user has logged into to system as DC Admin. The
DC Admin can view DC office statistics. The statistics are presented in a graphical format. The DC
Admin has access to a number of modules:
a) Dashboard
b) Template
c) Volume
d) Khotian
e) Archive
f) Mouza Option
g) Office User
h) UDC
i) Setttings
j) Logout
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Khotian List Pending Approval (DC Admin)
Navigation: Khotian → Batch Wise Khotian Khotian List Pending Approval

The authorized user can view list of Khotian along with their basic information that is pending
approval. The Khotian is sent to the DC Admin by the Comparer.
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Khotian View (DC Admin)
Navigation: Khotian → Khotian List Pending Approval → View Khotian

The DC Admin will print the digital Khotian and compare it with the original copy. If the DC
Admin finds any discrepancies they will mark it and pass it along to the entry operator. If the
comparer finds all the information in order it is saved for archiving.
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Archive Khotian List (DC Admin)
Navigation: Archive → Khotian Browse

The authorized user can view list of archived Khotian along with their basic information. The DC
Admin can view any selected khotian from the list.
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Settings
The authorized admin can access the settings menu. The settings menu consists of various office
settings.

The settings menu consist of the following features:









Holiday Management – The authorized user can set its own holiday. The user can also add
new holiday and get a preview of the list of holidays in a year.
Own Office Settings – The authorized user can set office related information, application
related information and UDC related information from this section.
Delivery Date – The authorized user can set delivery date of the services according to its
priority.
Court Fee – The admin can set court fee of services in respect or its priority.
Additional Fee – The authorized user can set additional fee for the services. The fee varies
according to the priority of the service.
SMS Settings – The admin can set the SMS settings, the settings will define when to send
sms to the citizen.
Work Distribution – In this section the admin can set up a team of users who will work
together to see through the process of khotian entry to archiving.
Password Change – The authorized user can change their password from this panel.
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Holiday Management
Holiday List
Navigation: Settings  Holiday Management

The user will click “Holiday Management” from “Settings” and will be directed to Holiday List
page. The authorized user can view list of holiday assigned under the respective office. The
authorized user can create new holiday or edit an existing holiday.
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Create Holiday
Navigation: Settings  Holiday Management  Create New

The user will click “Holiday Management” from “Settings” and then click “Create New”. The user
will be directed to Create Holiday page where they can create new Holiday. The authorized user
will have to fill out the necessary holiday information to create a new holiday for their respective
office.

Own Office Settings
Navigation: Settings  Own Office Settings

The user will click “Own Office” from “Settings”. The user will be directed to Own Office Settings
page where the user can update office information. The authorized user will have to fill out the
necessary office information to update the respective office.
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Delivery Date
Delivery Date List
Navigation: Settings  Delivery Date

The user will click “Delivery Date” from “Settings” and will be directed to Delivery Date List page.
The authorized user can view list of delivery date settings assigned under the respective office. The
authorized user can create new delivery date or edit an existing delivery date.
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Delivery Date Create
Navigation: Settings  Delivery Date  Create New

The user will click “Delivery Date” from “Settings” and then click “Create New”. The user will be
directed to Create Delivery Date page where they can setup Delivery Date according to service and
priority. The authorized user will have to fill out the necessary delivery date, service and priority to
create a new delivery date for the respective office.
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Court Fee
Court Fee List
Navigation: Settings  Court Fee

The user will click “Court Fee” from “Settings” and will be directed to Court Fee List page. The
authorized user can view list of Court Fee settings assigned under the respective office. The
authorized user can create new court fee or edit an existing court fee.
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Create Court Fee
Navigation: Settings  Court Fee  Create New

The user will click “Court Fee” from “Settings” and then click “Create New”. The user will be
directed to Create Court Fee page where they can create setup Court Fee rate according to service
and priority. The authorized user will have to fill out the necessary court fee, service and priority to
create a new court fee for the respective office.

Password Change
Navigation: Settings  Password Change

The user will click “Password Change” from “Settings”. The user will be directed to Password
Change page where they can change their account password.
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Additional Fee
Additional Fee List
Navigation: Settings  Additional Fee

The user will click “Additional Fee” from “Settings” and will be directed to Additional Fee List
page. The authorized user can view list of Additional Fee settings assigned under the respective
office. The authorized user can create new additional fee or edit an existing additional fee.

Create Additional Fee
Navigation: Settings  Additional Fee Create New

The user will click “Additional Fee” from “Settings” and then click “Create New”. The user will be
directed to Create Additional Fee page where they can create setup Additional Fee rate according to
service. The authorized user will have to fill out the necessary additional fee and service to create a
new additional fee for the respective office.
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Work Distribution
Create Team for Batch Entry
Navigation: Setting  Work Distribution  Batch Entry

The user will click “Batch Entry” from “Work Distribution” in the “Settings” menu item. The user
will be directed to Create Team for Batch Entry page where they can create setup a team of entry
operator, verifier, comparer and approver. The authorized user will have to fill out the necessary
team and service information to create a team.
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Create Team for Application Based entry
Navigation: Setting  Work Distribution  Application

The user will click “Application” from “Work Distribution” in the “Settings” menu item. The user
will be directed to Create Team for Application Entry page where they can create setup a team of
entry operator, verifier, comparer and approver. The authorized user will have to fill out the
necessary team and service information to create a team.
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Front Desk
Citizen can apply for different services in Upozilla Front desk.
The Front desk allows citizen to apply for services like:





Case Copy
Information Slip
Khotian
Mouza Map

Front Desk Dashboard
Navigation: Log in (proper user name and password)

Authorized Front Desk Operator will be redirected to this dashboard after providing proper user
name and password. The top right section shows that the user has logged into to system as Front
Desk Operator. The Operator can view Front Desk office statistics. The statistics are presented in a
graphical format. The Front Desk Officer has access to a number of modules:
a) Dashboard
b) Services
c) Settings
d) Log out
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Case Copy
Case Copy List
Navigation: Services Case Copy Application List

The user will click “Case Copy” from “Services” and will be directed to Case Copy List page. The
authorized user can view list of case copy that has been by the citizen from the respective Front
desk. The authorized user can apply for new case copy or edit an existing case copy. The user can
also view the status of the application.
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Create Case Copy
Navigation: Services Case Copy Create Case Copy

The user will click “Case Copy” from “Services” and then click “Create New”. The user will be
directed to Create Case Copy page where they can create a case copy application. The authorized
user will have to fill out the necessary citizen information, citizen address, delivery mode and
method to create a new case copy application for the respective office.
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Information Slip
Information Slip List
Navigation: Services Information SlipApplication List

The user will click “Information Slip” from “Services” and will be directed to Information Slip List
page. The authorized user can view list of Information Slip that has been applied by the citizen
from the respective Front desk. The authorized user can apply for new information slip or edit an
existing information slip. The user can also view the status of the application.
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Create Case Copy
Navigation: Services Case Copy Create Case Copy

The user will click “Information Slip” from “Services” and then click “Create New”. The user will
be directed to Create Information Slip page where they can create a information slip application.
The authorized user will have to fill out the necessary citizen information, citizen address, delivery
mode and method to create a new information slip application for the respective office.
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Khotian Application
Khotian Application List
Navigation: Services Khotian Application Application List

The user will click “Khotian Application” from “Services” and will be directed to Khotian
Application List page. The authorized user can view list of Khotian that has been applied by the
citizen from the respective Front desk. The authorized user can apply for new Khotian or edit an
existing Khotian application. The user can also view the status of the application.
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Create Khotian Application
Navigation: Services Khotian Application Create Khotian Application

The user will click “Khotian Application” from “Services” and then click “Create New”. The user
will be directed to Create Khotian Application page where they can create a khotian application.
The authorized user will have to fill out the necessary survey information, citizen information,
citizen address, delivery mode and method to create a khotian application for the respective office.
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Mouza Map Application
Mouza Map Application List
Navigation: Services Mouza Map Application Application List

The user will click “Mouza Map Application” from “Services” and will be directed to Mouza Map
Application List page. The authorized user can view list of Mouza Map that has been applied by
the citizen from the respective Front desk. The authorized user can apply for new Mouza Map or
edit an existing Mouza Map application. The user can also view the status of the application.
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Create Mouza Map Application
Navigation: Services Mouza Map Application Create Mouza Map Application

The user will click “Mouza Map Application” from “Services” and then click “Create New”. The
user will be directed to Create Mouza Map Application page where they can create a Mouza Map
application. The authorized user will have to fill out the necessary survey information, citizen
information, citizen address, delivery mode and method to create a Mouza Map application for the
respective office.
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Borobabu Dashboard
Navigation: Log in (proper user name and password)

Authorized Borobabu will be redirected to this dashboard after providing proper user name and
password. The top right section shows that the user has logged into to system as Borobabu. The
Borobabu can view office statistics. The statistics are presented in a graphical format. The
Borobabu has access to a number of modules:
a) Dashboard
b) Khotian
c) Settings
d) Log out
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Khotian List
Navigation: Khotian Top sheet

The user will click “Topsheet” from “Khotian”. The user will be directed to Khotian application list
page. The authorized user can search khotian application according to different criteria. The user
can generate top sheet from this page.

Print Preview of Top Sheet
Navigation: Khotian  Top Sheet  Print

Preview of a top sheet generated by the authorized user.
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